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                Nomad & Travel Books

                When Päivi and Santeri Kannisto met in 2004, they took a bold life decision to leave the Rat Race,
                    wander the world, and write about their experiences. Together they have written more than a dozen
                    books, both fiction and non-fiction, while living in over 100 countries. Their favourite topics
                    include alternative and nomadic lifestyles, the art of living, philosophy, and travelling.

                
                    
                        "The book [Free
                                as a Global Nomad] actually surprised me since, I don't know why, I had thought it
                            was going to be like a travel guide but I defnitely found a very deep analysis of that
                            "nomad" way of living. Based on a lot of history, a lot of recent cases and serious
                            comparisons. It was really very good. It is also very plural and objective. Even when the
                            authors talk about problems it doesn't seem they are/were upset about them, but just limit
                            their comments to the real facts without allowing feelings, what makes the reading very
                            impartial.

                    

                    Gustavo Raffo, Argentina
                
                
                    
                        "This [Global Nomads and
                                Extreme Mobilities] penetrating analysis of the challenges posed by global nomadism
                            for individuals and societies pushes forward the frontiers of mobilities research. A
                            compelling combination of theoretical and personal insights unravels the complexities of
                            lives lived through new forms of mobilities.

                        
                            Show
                                more
                            
                        

                    

                    Allan Williams, University of Surrey, UK
                    
                
                
                    
                        
                            "A groundbreaking analysis of today's 'location-independent' travel in
                                sedentary societies… With its many contributions to our present understandings,
                                the work [Global
                                    Nomads] is destined to become a standard reference in its field.

                        

                        Prof P. Hottola, University of Oulu, Finland
                        
                    
                    
                        
                            "I bought this [Free
                                    as a Global Nomad] to help me write an International Relations paper. It did
                                that well. It covers global nomadism from the perspective of travellers. It really
                                promotes travelling as a lifestyle and is therefore biased towards this aspect. Having
                                said that, it does cover some negative aspects of travelling, but at the end of the day,
                                the book is here to say that global nomadism is the way forward.

                        

                        S. Linter, UK
                    
                    
                        
                            "This [Global Nomads
                                    and Extreme Mobilities] is a highly intriguing and thought-provoking book about
                                location-independent people who are always travelling. The book provides original
                                insight and nuance into un-researched ways of life, which challenge conventional
                                understandings of home, travel, work, and leisure. It makes us think about homelessness,
                                obligations, consumption, and many other aspects of social life in new ways.

                        

                        Jorgen Ole Baerenholdt, Roskilde University,
                                Denmark
                    
                    
                        
                            "Päivi Kannisto has written a cutting-edge book [Global Nomads
                                    and Extreme Mobilities] on modern mobilities. She sheds new light on the nature
                                of the mobile risk society and what dwelling in mobility seriously means. This is a
                                highly innovative book. It is well crafted, thought-provoking and a pleasure for all
                                those interested in mobility, modernity and social change.

                        

                        Sven Kesselring, Nürtingen-Geislingen University,
                                Germany
                    
                    
                        
                            "[Global
                                    Nomads] A valuable contribution to the mobilities literature and a rich source
                                of empirical data.

                        

                        Prof G. W. Richards, Tilburg University, the
                                Netherlands
                    
                

                
                 

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
[image: Free as a Global Nomad: An Old Tradition with a Modern Twist (Drifting Sands Press, 2012)]
           
                  Global nomads challenge some of the values we traditionally cherish in the West such as the security afforded by a predefined life and continuous economic growth. They follow in the footsteps of past explorers, philosophers and vagrants. Written by Päivi & Santeri Kannisto.

            


[image: Global Nomads and Extreme Mobilities (Ashgate/Routledge, 2016)]
           
                  Presenting a ground-breaking study of the emerging phenomenon of location-independence, this book examines the practices of global nomads, who live on the road, without fixed abode, place of employment or localised circle of friends questioning many of the unwritten norms and ideals that characterise settled life in societies.

            


[image: Global Nomads: Challenges of Mobility in The Sedentary World by Päivi Kannisto (Tilburg University, 2014)]
           
                  The under-explored phenomenon of location-independence blurs the boundaries between travel, migration, and dwelling. The topic is approached through a group travellers, global nomads, who illustrate the complex power relations associated with sustained mobility. Download free of charge.

            


[image: La Habanera. The Escape From The Rat Race by Päivi & Santeri Kannisto (free book)]
           
                  This is a travel story of three different journeys that are interconnected and happen at the same time: the journey into ourselves, the journey to the other side of the world, and the journey to find the meaning of life. Underway we will define the concept of the rat race and use it to describe our current thoughts regarding the meaning of life. Download free of charge.

            


[image: Tourism Guide for Brazilians. A satirical tourism guide (free book)]
           
                  Have you ever wondered how Brazil manages to attract millions of tourists every year? This humouristic tourism guide makes an excellent reading for anyone visiting Brazil or a similar highly popular tourist destination. Have a peek behind the scenes! Download free of charge.

            


[image: The Intuitionist - An Adventure in Selfhood (HyväElämäKirjat.com, 2021)]
           
                  Are things what they appear to be? Are we who and what we say we are? Welcome to the Caucasus, to the tiny country of Georgia where young
people demonstrate by dancing techno. Locals, their cultures and various strange incidents provide a fascinating milieu for a quest for selfhood.

            


[image: A Guide to The Good Life - Pearls of Life-Changing Wisdom from around The World (Tammi, 2020)]
           
                  What does it mean to live a good life? This book takes you to the sources of Nietzsche's and Freud's self-cultivation philosophies and the teachings of Buddha and the Prophet Muhammad  giving you insights into the good life in order to enrich your everyday life.

            


[image: Hot Holidays - How Sex Tourism Is Moving People, Emotions and Money Around (Atena, 2018)]
           
                  Sex tourism is a huge business. In Thailand alone, it produces more than the export of rice. This book takes you to a round-the-world tour from South America to Asia, Africa and Central America to have a peek at the big industry and the people, both men and women, who make their living from buying and selling sex.

            


[image: My Life as a Nomad - Vagrants, Adventurers and Lifestyle Travellers (Atena, 2012)]
           
                  Many people dream of a life of travel free from everyday obligations, but very few make it happen. Even those who do. often return home after a year or two. Things have turned out differently for Päivi Kannisto: together with her husband, she has spent more than 15 years as a global nomad, travelling to different parts of the world.

            


[image: The Art of Freedom (Atena, 2014)]
           
                  The book is a nomadic manifesto that discusses freedom from five perspectives: freedom from the nation-state and economy, freedom to decide about our own way of life and our own opinions, and to live and let others live. The narrative takes the reader from the war-torn Balkans to Dalai Lamas home in exile, Dharamsala.

            


[image: The Super-Rich and The Poor - Backpacking in an Unequal World (Atena, 2016)]
           
                  The book examines global inequality through people’s stories around the world from Australia to Guatemala. This creative, narrative nonfiction is an easy and entertaining read. It shows that we are creating the class society through our everyday actions including how we dress, talk, travel, where we choose to live and work, and who we befriend. Therefore we can help to reduce the inequality with our own choices and actions.

            


[image: Living the Extremes - How I Left The Information Society, My Business, and GNU/Linux (AMK-Kustannus, 2007)]
           
                  Santeri Kannisto never lived by the golden mean. This book tells about the people and the businesses he worked with, the GNU/Linux community, and the Finnish public sector. Santeri's life often resembled a soap opera. The book reveals why Nokia failed with mobile phones. Autobiography.

            


[image: Happy Together - A free book on couple relationships (free book)]
           
                  Happy Together is a book on couple relationships for those who value a happy and strong relationship. It encourages the reader to address some of the biggest questions that influence our intimate relations: Am I Happy? What do I want from life? What is the meaning of life? Download free of charge.

            


[image: Customer Service - Science, Magic or Common Sense? (AMK-Kustannus, 2008)]
           
                  Good customer service is vital. This practice-oriented book challenges the reader to rethink what are the best strategies and approaches to customer service using transactional analysis and vivid case examples. It shows that customer service is fundamentally about good communication, hard work and humility instead of state-of-the-art CRM systems.

            


[image: Backdoor - IT Thriller, Fiction by Päivi & Santeri Kannisto (Kustannus HD, 2009)]
           
                  Karri Luoma, a police officer in charge of Internet censorship, is being blackmailed by a mysterious man who seems to know all his secrets and threatens to expose them. When investigating his case, Luoma gets involved with international child pornography ring and cyber criminals who operate beyond laws and state borders.

            


[image: Gilded Pooper-Scooper - Satires by Päivi Kannisto (Siniplaneetta, 2007)]
           
                  A hilarious and insightful journey around the world. The protagonists struggle with relationships, work and holiday stress in six different parts of the world.

            


[image: Vitriolic Verses (Suolatut säkeet) by Päivi Kannisto (SKS, 1997)]
           
                  The study Vitriolic Verses examines the discursive formation undergone by Finland and the Finns from the seventeenth century to the end of the nineteenth century. It asks how information on Finland and the Finns became possible, what manner of information was produced and why. Download free of charge.
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                Author Bio

                Päivi Elina Kannisto and Santeri Kannisto have created a sensation with their books on the nomadic
                    lifestyle. Their
                    first
                    nomad book, My Life as a
                        Nomad,
                    was published in Finland followed by an abridged English version called Free
                        as a Global Nomad. Both books were written for a general audience. The English book has been
                    translated into Turkish and translation rights have been sold to France. The two books were followed
                    by
                    Päivi’s academic works including Global Nomads and Extreme
                        Mobilities.

                The Kannistos’ unique approach combines travel stories with philosophical pondering on big life
                    questions.
                    The couple enjoy abundant publicity and receive fan letters. Readers thank them for life-changing
                    ideas
                    and
                    encouragement. One of these letters ended up in Taidehalli art museum in Helsinki. It was part of an
                    installation called "101 for all" that explored the formation of opinions. Kannistos'
                    reader
                    wrote: "Reading this book strengthened my idea that people can and should rely on their own
                    choices
                    and
                    live in the moment, even if other people didn't approve it."

            


            


            
                
                    
                        päivi Kannisto

                        Päivi Kannisto (b. 1970) started her career as a researcher in the prestigious Academy of
                            Finland.
                            She completed her first PhD on comparative literature at the age of 27. After leaving
                            academia,
                            Päivi worked as a journalist and PR manager in various institutions. At the turn of the
                            millennium,
                            she joined telecommunication business being in charge of producing and marketing of new
                            mobile
                            services. She was selected among the corporation’s 5000 employees as one of the 25 most
                            promising
                            young managers, and participated in Masterclass training that included strategy, leadership,
                            customer relationship management, and finances. Eventually, Päivi became a management
                            consultant
                            specialising in strategy and leadership. She has also co-authored a a book on business
                            management.
                        

                        On the road, Päivi made her second PhD on location-independent lifestyles (Tilburg
                            University,
                            the
                            Netherlands, 2012–2014). She is currently enjoying leisure lifestyle reading, writing, and
                            exercising.

                    

                


                
                    
                        Santeri Kannisto

                        Santeri Kannisto (b. 1970) started a pioneering open source software company called SOT
                            Finnish
                            Software Engineering Ltd. in 1991, when studying software engineering in Tampere University
                            of
                            Technology. The company developed GNU/Linux OS platforms and had offices in Finland,
                            Estonia,
                            Russia, Sweden, and the United States. One of the clients was Nokia.

                        SOT was actively involved in the global development effort of the GNU/Linux operating system
                            and
                            Linux Office suite. As the maker of the leading Finnish Linux distributions – SOT Linux,
                            Best
                            Linux
                            and SOT Office – SOT had a strong Linux expertise offering solutions, consultancy,
                            maintenance,
                            and
                            support services. Santeri ran the company until October 2004, when he walked out and started
                            to
                            travel the world writing books together with Päivi. Later on the road, Santeri returned to
                            his
                            IT
                            roots and has built websites with
                                online
                                booking systems, programmed apps, and made search engine optimisation around the
                            world.
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				  Photos of our 19th wedding anniversary on the road on our never-ending honeymoon trip.
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				  If you want to admire romantic bridges, go to Paris.

If you want to do window shopping, head to Cha…
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  Summary: Travel books written by nomad couple Päivi and Santeri Kannisto. Topics include alternative and nomadic lifestyles, art of living and philosophy. Some books are available free of charge for downloading, modification and distribution under public copyright licences.
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